The latency of auditory nerve brainstem evoked responses to air- and bone-conducted stimuli.
The auditory nerve brainstem evoked responses (ABRs) to bone conduction (BC) stimuli are longer in latency than those to air conduction (AC). In order to study the mechanism of this difference, ABR wave I was recorded in experimental animals in response to low intensity (0-20 dB above their threshold) logon stimuli delivered by BC and by using the same bone vibrator to generate the air-conducted stimulus. The BC stimuli were delivered to skull bone, and directly to the contents of the cranial cavity (brain and cerebrospinal fluid) through a craniotomy. ABR wave I in response to BC stimuli delivered to skull bone was significantly longer in latency than that to BC delivered on the brain, while there was no latency difference between AC stimuli and BC to the brain. Furthermore, the vibration (measured with an accelerometer) recorded on the brain during BC stimulation of skull bone was always delayed compared to that measured on the skull. Thus there is a delay in the transfer of vibratory energy from the skull bone to the underlying contents of the cranial cavity. From there, the delayed vibrations of the contents of the cranial cavity are transmitted to the inner ear. This is probably the mechanism of the longer latency BC response compared to the AC response.